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	We are all very savvy, grownup people who have embraced the online world as the best place to meet someone. But underneath our savvy exteriors, we’re all little babies when we gethurt.


	When it comes to love and relationships, we’ve learned the lesson of touching the hot stove. Burned once, or lots more than once, we are all understandably cautious. Nothing feels quite as bad as being dumped, falling for the wrong person, or making a fool of yourself over someone who doesn’t care about you. It’s human nature to be cautious with your heart and your emotions. At the same time, nothing is quite as exciting as the thought of meeting someone new. Finding the one you’ve always dreamed of. The first calls. The first dates. The realization that you really like each other. The first time. Yep, it’s hard not to get all misty just thinking of it.


	Unfortunately, the yin/yang of wanting to fall in love but not wanting to fall in love with the wrong person can really screw things up. The cautiousness of not wanting to be hurt—the not exposing yourself too quickly, can also make it hard to get to know each other. What can a poor online dater do?


	In the world of online dating, quite a lot! One of the benefits of technology is that you can gain access to lots of potential dates—and learn all about them before you ever meet. The safety net of e-mails and IMs, and the ability to learn lots of little details first, can really help overcome the fears that plague most daters. Online dating can help you learn a lot about each other, but that’s assuming that everything you say about yourself, or what your potential date says about him or herself, is true.
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Macromedia Flash MX Designer's ActionScript ReferenceFriends of Ed, 2003

	If you're serious about Flash design, and if you want to push your ideas to the very limits of possibility in Flash MX, then this book and CD are your indispensable companions.


	This  package combines two vital elements: the most comprehensive and in-depth reference resource for Flash MX ActionScript Rich, and practical...
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Exploring Java (Java (Addison-Wesley))O'Reilly, 1997

	
		The second edition of Exploring Java, introduces the basics of Java, the object-oriented programming language for networked applications from Sun Microsystems. This book covers the essentials of hot topics like Beans and RMI and shows you how to get up speed writing Java applets and other applications, including networking...
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Moodle 3 Administration - Third EditionPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Learn how to plan, install, optimize, customize, and configure Moodle
	
		Guarantee a cutting-edge learning experience in a secure and customizable environment while optimizing your day-to-day workload
	
		A one-stop guide with a problem-solution approach and a wide range of real-world...
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Optics in Instruments: Applications in Biology and MedicineJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Optics is a science which covers a very large domain and is experiencing indisputable growth. It has enabled the development of a considerable number of instruments, the optical component or methodology of which is often the essential part of portent systems. This book sets out show how optical physical phenomena such as lasers – the...
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Video Compression and Communications: From Basics to H.261, H.263, H.264, MPEG4 for DVB and HSDPA-Style Adaptive Turbo-TransceiversJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Since the publication of Wireless Video Communications five years ago, the area of video compression and wireless transceivers has evolved even further. This new edition addresses a range of recent developments in these areas, giving cognizance to the associated transmission aspects and issues of error resilience.   
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IP Routing Primer (Networking Technology)Cisco Press, 1998
A thorough guide to understanding IP behavior in a router-based networkLearn IP behavior in a Cisco router-based network from an expertExamine proven, effective troubleshooting techniques to eliminate the need for additional technical supportMaster IP fundamentals that everyone supporting an IP network needs to knowStudy visual explanations of...
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